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It's a bit foggy in the early morning of Yunv village. It's like putting
on a layer of soft white yarn. It's like a fairyland, with occasional
bird calls and ethereal atmosphere. Living in such an environment is
really an enjoyment of nature.

Naturally, Yang Yu would not spend such a beautiful morning
sleeping in. He was overjoyed when he opened his eyes and looked
at the window. His whole life was like a flower in full bloom,
because it turned out to be an affectionate flower.

The vitality of the flower is very weak, and its life cycle is very short.
It likes Yang, but its seed likes Yin and cold. After bearing fruit, the
whole mother plant will die completely.

What Yang Yu needs to do is to protect the seeds, collect them
before the mother plant dies, wash them, dry them in the sun, and
grind them into powder. Then, hey, hey, you can refine the most
famous aphrodisiac of the Tang Dynasty, Yuxian die.

Yang Yu learned all these "unorthodox" things from the wild books
in the university library. When he first studied this, he wanted to
make Zhu Xiaodan, his beautiful English teacher. In the end, he was
fooled by his roommate, who accidentally drank it. Finally, his
roommate almost raped the housekeeper downstairs.

It's breathtaking.

Yang Yu has already begun to be excited, chaste heroine, still don't
obediently prostrate under elder brother's mushroom head? What? Li
Ruoshui, cousin, Leng Xiaoxue, who can't stand it? But most of the
time, there are other uses.
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In the morning, Xiao Xing was buried. Yang Yu and the whole class
went to see him off. The tomb was in a remote place on the edge of
the back mountain. Together with his grandparents, he had a
temporary coffin and a temporary pit. It's very close to the forbidden
area of Houshan mountain. It's very cloudy and foggy. After half of
the gifts, many villagers softened their legs and fled back.

Life still needs to pass, class still needs to go on.

"Han Qingfang, you are the tallest girl student in the school. You
have to take part in this women's basketball match." Naturally, Yang
Yu did not dare to forget it. The school had not had such a friendly
competition for a long time, but the students didn't know it. Yang Yu
also made a big bet.

"Teacher, I only grow one. I don't know whether the basketball is
round or square? I haven't even seen it. " Han Qingfang is not only
175 tall. Yang Yu's athletes are not for height, but for athletic talent.
In order to defeat the invincible Shangtang middle school team in
just one month, the only way to win is by talent. He has to choose
some people like Sakurai flower road to participate.

Han Qingfang is not only tall, but also a beautiful woman. She looks
like a model. Yang Yu has long wanted to exercise this child.
Playing basketball can make her grow taller. Maybe she can really
cultivate her to become a model.

"If Mr. Yang asks you to go, you have to. I'm 100% supportive of
this basketball game. I've sent someone to buy basketball in the
county." It's the headmaster who talks. Since President Chen became
the headmaster of the school, he has really endured humiliation.
Everyone wants to bully him. He has bullied the exam, the ball game
and the sports meeting.

It's good to improve the public facilities while there are still some
funds. Before they were all female teachers, no one was interested in
them. Now with Yang Yu, I feel that the school has vitality again.
Principal Chen naturally supports it. Although he knows that he can't
win and he knows Yang Yu's gamble, he can't let anyone bully him,
can he?



Principal Chen has a good skill. Although he is old and has few
classes, from the moment Yang Yu promised, he went to find wood
and wire and prepared to make two basketball frames himself. With
this infrastructure, Yang Yu can choose people with confidence.

Han Qingfang turned her lips, and the headmaster spoke. Can she
not go?

"Ji Ming, you're going to take part too!" Yang Yu chose the second
person.

Ji Ming stares at her eyes. She has no interest in this kind of thing.
She doesn't care whether you are the head teacher or the principal:
"did you lose face in the past? I know I can't win. I'm not going to
lose face! " Then he turned his head out of the window, and the bird
did not bird Yang Yu.

Yang Yu suddenly feels that his "desire for immortality" should be
the first to give Ji Ming a drink. When Lao Tzu conquers you, will
you still be so overbearing and rebellious?

"Otherwise, if you win, I'll give you two yuan!" Principal Chen is
also afraid of this child. The whole school is not only rebellious but
also soft.

"Two? Headmaster, do you think I'm a beggar Ji Ming gave a cold
hum.

"Five, you can't bargain any more!" Principal Chen even offered five
yuan to buy it. Although five yuan is not much, for these junior high
school students who can't even eat enough, five yuan is already a lot
of pocket money.

Of course, if the five yuan is taken to the city, at today's prices, you
can only buy a fart.

Ji Ming is a smart child. Five yuan is also money. Anyway, she has
nothing to do every day, and class is a waste of time. However, she
still loves sports. She has done everything men have done, and she



has done anything men dare not do.

In fact, even the boys in the class were afraid of her, and no one in
the village regarded her as a girl.

What kind of girl Jiming is, Yang Yu is not clear, because he did not
enter the inner world of this kind of children.

Ji Ming thought about it, knowing that the business only earns
money and doesn't accompany her: "well, for the sake of the
headmaster, I'll play with you, but I still have conditions."Isn't this
kid pushing too far?

"If I want to go out and play basketball in class, I can go out and
play." Ji Ming raises her head and looks very proud. It seems that the
headmaster and Yang Yu beg her again.

"Good! The teacher promised you Yang Yu doesn't know it's so
difficult to deal with Ji Ming, but he seems to have a hunch that the
girls in Shangtang middle school may not be able to deal with her.

Then Yang Yu chose three girls who thought they were athletic and
talented. He gathered five of them and went to the class of grade one
and grade two of junior high school to choose five substitutes to
form a team of ten. Of course, after training, he would eliminate
those who couldn't.

After class, I met Xiaomei in the corridor. Class one and class two of
junior high school are next door. Every time Mr. Yang walks
through the corridor, a girl will look at him affectionately. That's
Xiaomei. Yang Yu's figure has left an indelible memory in
Xiaomei's world, not just because of that morning.

Yang Yu touched Xiaomei's head. This is a movement he likes very
much. Touching these girls' heads is just like this. This time, there is
a girl student beside Xiaomei.

"What's the matter?" Yang Yu asked with a smile.

"Mr. Yang, I heard that our school is going to keep up with the



competition of Tang middle school. You are recruiting players. I'll
sign up!" It's Zhang Fangfang, Xiaomei's classmate.

For Zhang Fangfang, Yang Yu is not impressed. For the girls in
class one and two of junior high school, Yang Yu is very beautiful.
Their skin is white and pink, their eyes are delicate, and their bodies
are slim. To put it bluntly, they are just like Barbie.

Xiaomei can be regarded as half a beauty.

This Zhang Fangfang is much inferior to Xiaomei, but much more
lively than Xiaomei. Xiaomei and her third cousin Li Yunxi are of
the same type. They look weak and painful. Zhang Fangfang is not
as weak as Xiaomei, nor as coquettish as Zishu, nor as charming as
Bai Xue. She is a very ordinary girl. She blushes and shy when she
sees a handsome man, but she also knows that. She only knows that
I won't say it.

"It's good to volunteer, but you have to be really good at it?"

"I often steal peaches and chestnuts to eat in primary school. It's very
accurate to throw stones. It's certainly OK to throw basketball."
Zhang Fangfang is full of confidence.

"OK, I'll call you next time, ha ha."

"Miss Yang, can I be a cheerleader?" Xiaomei pouted her lips and
asked.

"Of course, but most of our training may be arranged in the evening,
but you still have to go home after school, otherwise mom will miss
you." Yang Yu really plans to put the training in the evening and
after school, so it's better for these players to be from their own
village, not from the next village.

"Mom doesn't miss me. Mom is thinking about Miss Yang."
Xiaomei sticks out her tongue and pulls Zhang Fangfang back to the
classroom.

Yang Yu has a black face.



After school, Bai Xue secretly comes to find Yang Yu. This is her
third time to find Yang Yu. Only the first two times, Yang Yu is
really busy. However, we can see how much Bai Xue yearns for
music.

"Teacher Yang" Bai Xue is also a little embarrassed, but she still
comes to find teacher Yang with a stiff head, only to realize the
dream in her heart.

Looking at her look, Yang Yu didn't even dare to discharge herself
to him this time. He wanted to laugh. In fact, if Bai Xue didn't come
to find her today, Yang Yu would go to find her in person. Yang
Yu's heart is itching for such a fox girl student.

"Go back to the old house and wait for me. Put the guitar there."

Snow White jumped with excitement.
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When Yang Yu arrived at the old house, Bai Xue was already
waiting in the backyard of the old house with a smile. She was in a
good mood.

"Miss Yang, how can you live here?" When Bai Xue just stayed here
alone, she felt creepy and chilly.

"What's the problem? I'm afraid the teacher will abduct you? " Yang
Yu led her up to the second floor and into the attic. Snow White
followed, looking around, curious and a little afraid, until she
entered the attic room, suddenly a warm.

"Miss Yang has already abducted me. "Hee hee" Snow White saw
the guitar hanging on the closet, and her eyes lit up.

"Ha ha, if Mr. Yang abducts you, he will lock you in this room and
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bully you later as a sex slave!" Yang Yu, of course, deliberately
scares her, just to test the scale of the joke.

After hearing this, Bai Xue's face suddenly changed and seemed to
be scared. She thought: teacher Yang is not really that kind of
terrible person, is he? Looking at her face, Yang Yu knew that his
joke was overdone. He had to quickly make up for his image and
said, "the school is next to you. Lock you up, and you'll know when
you shout. Besides, what kind of person do you think Mr. Yang is?"

"I think Miss Yang looks like that kind of person!" Snow White said
seriously.

Poof!

Yang Yu almost came out with a blue face. He would not do such a
thing if he wanted to. It's against the law. As a good citizen, he must
abide by the law.

"Ha ha!" Bai Xue suddenly fell down with a smile. When she saw
teacher Yang's face and her innocent face, she wanted to laugh.
Finally she couldn't help laughing: "teacher Yang, I'm just joking
with you, but I heard my grandfather say that this kind of thing
really happened in this school before."

"How dare you even tease the teacher? I don't want to punish you! "
Said, pretending the wolf rushed to the past. Snow is sitting on the
bed, this flutter, directly to the snow to the bed.

"Woo!! Mr. Yang, you bully me! " Of course, Bai Xue knows
whether Yang Yu is intentional or joking. She is not afraid. In fact,
since Bai Xue came to her room last time to encourage her to
understand her, she knows that Yang Yu is not that kind of person,
but a trustworthy teacher.

Yang Yu has been lying on Bai Xue. Bai Xue's milk is squeezed out,
and her face is just facing the ditch. As soon as it is squeezed out,
Bai Xue's milk suddenly comes out. Bai Xue's face turns red as soon
as she sees it. Moreover, Bai Xue feels that the huge thing under
teacher Yang is supporting her. Although it doesn't harden up, the



size of the outline still scares Bai Xue Jump, now, face more red.

Yang Yu reached for the top of the guitar, do not know the skin than
snow white face has been red: "up, teach you to play the guitar."
Yang Yu took the guitar and sat up. Then he turned to see the snow
lying on the bed. His clothes were not neat and his face was still red:
"Why are you so red? What do children think? "

"What do you think?" Bai Xue pouted her lips and immediately sat
up beside Yang Yu: "teacher Yang, let's sing a song first. Last time I
heard you sing, the girls in the class looked straight. I don't know
how much they adore you in private!"

This guitar has been with Yang Yu for a long time. He lived frugally
in high school and went out to work part-time to earn money to buy
it. At the beginning of the new year's Day celebration, since the
school band played, he fell in love with it, especially the guitar.

A light yellow guitar, like the autumn leaves, is very poetic and soft,
which is quite different from Yang Yu's rebellious and uninhibited
character at that time.

Whose youth does not have so many years of life like scum?

"Sing Miss Yang's favorite song: mad world!" Yang Yu plucked the
last string, and suddenly, a beautiful string like water rippled in the
room, and Bai Xue was immediately fascinated.

“All around me are familiar faces……” As soon as Yang Yu plays
the guitar, he becomes a God. This is talent. The most beautiful
thing music gives to human beings is that it can penetrate into your
heart and soul.

Bai Xue is so beautiful listening to the touching melody and
watching Yang Yu sing with her soul. Bai Xue has never seen Mr.
Yang so handsome before. This kind of "handsome" is not only
handsome in appearance, but also deeply rooted in the marrow.

Just like last night, when my cousin was rescued and lying on the
bed looking at my cousin, I suddenly found that my cousin was



really handsome, not in appearance, but in the soul and man!

After listening to the music, Bai Xue starts to cry. With the melody,
Yang Yu can't help humming: "and I find it kind of fun I find it kind
of sad"

at the end of the song, Bai Xue's eyes are ruddy. Now she finds that
what she pursues is so beautiful and touching.

"You're really musical." Yang Yu touched Snow's head, in fact
began to pay attention to snow's kind of music.

Everyone has a sense of something, born with it, like Jordan to
basketball, Newton to the laws of nature. It's the same with people.
The feeling is electric shock. Love at first sight. All things in the
world and all philosophies are passed."Really?" When Bai Xue
heard this, she jumped up and threw herself into Yang Yu's arms.
Yang Yu felt puzzled and thought that there was a lot of magic in
music.

"Teacher Yang, teach me quickly?" Snow can't wait.

"How are you going to repay Mr. Yang?" Every time I heard this,
Yang Yu instinctively asked this question, and I made a list. Just as
Yang Yu finished, Bai Xue had half of her body on Yang Yu.
Unexpectedly, unexpectedly, she gave a bang on Yang Yu's face and
gave a kiss: "enough?"

Yang Yu originally wanted to say: that's it? Don't you agree with me?
But this time, I had to bear it. This line is too old-fashioned, even I
am tired of listening to it. A look, white snow that red face, this is
her first time to kiss a man, although usually like a fox spirit, but do
this kind of thing, white snow's heart or jump straight jump, in fact,
just now, she even don't know, why suddenly kiss Yang Yu's mouth.

"Put your face up here!" Yang Yu said with a smile.

"Why? I don't want to. Mr. Yang will bully me! " When Bai Xue
listens to this, what can she do with her face? She must have been
kissed. Just now, she didn't mean it. Now she wants to deliberately



put her face in the past. It's still strange. Although, she doesn't resent
being kissed by Yang Yu at all.

"No, isn't it?" Yang Yu pretends to be very angry and embarrassed.
His face is very ugly. When Bai Xue sees him, what if Mr. Yang
doesn't teach me to play guitar? No matter what happened, his mouth
came to Yang Yu again. With a bang, he gave Yang Yu a kiss on the
face.

This time, Bai Xue really blushed.

Yang Yu turns to see Bai Xue. Bai Xue suddenly feels embarrassed
and doesn't smile. She just opens her eyes and looks at Yang Yu. At
this moment, Bai Xue's heart beats like a rabbit. She has never
experienced this feeling.

"What are you doing? I've taught you to play guitar. " Yang Yu
reaches out his hand and touches his eyes again. Bai Xue, a girl with
extremely sexy mouth, is very charming.

Yang Yu first taught Bai Xue the basic knowledge of how to hold
the guitar, how to let go, the composition of the guitar, and how to
pluck and push the strings. He didn't know how long it had been,
even when it was dark outside.

"Today, let's learn this first. Remember what we teach you. We'll
come here to practice when we have time. When you have time, Mr.
Yang will give you the key. You can do it yourself." Yang Yu
looked outside. It was already dark, so he picked up his guitar. Now
is not the time to give it to her.

Snow White is obviously not happy enough, because she is too
excited, but also know that everything is urgent, pouting, can only
nod.

"Do you mind Mr. Yang taking you home?" Since the incident of Li
Ruoshui and Xiao Xing, Yang Yu is more and more concerned about
the safety of his students, especially in the dark night. He doesn't
know what will come out of nowhere.



Bai Xue nodded happily. She wanted Yang Yu to send it, not
because she was afraid, but because she liked the feeling with Yang
Yu.

When the light was turned off and the door was opened, a cold wind
was blowing in front of them. Locked the door and went downstairs.
There was no spare flashlight. As soon as I went out, it was dark
outside. There was no one in the school and there were no villagers
living around. All of a sudden, the whole area was desolate. There
was no light or sound.

Yang Yu takes the initiative to take Bai Xue's hand and fumbles to
go down the stairs. Bai Xue's hand grasps tightly and nestles tightly
beside Yang Yu, fearing that he will be lost in the dark. Snow White
is a girl, especially sensitive to things: "Miss Yang, don't you think
it's gloomy here? I always feel that there are people living in this old
house! " When it comes to "people," she emphasizes that "people"
does not mean "people.".

"Yes, there's a little ghost living there!" Yang Yu deliberately
frightens Bai Xue, and his voice is lengthened and lowered to create
a terrible atmosphere. Snow is so scared, originally she is timid,
even more afraid, hand grasp tightly, palm already exuded cold
sweat.

At this time, Yang Yu and his wife had already bypassed half of the
room and just passed the empty room in the West.

All of a sudden!

Dong!

Dong!

Dong!

The old house was silent, and there were several sounds of walking
stairs! Yang Yu's face suddenly iron blue down, snow the whole
person trembled.
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Snow White's palm has exuded cold sweat, she is most afraid of this
kind of thing, not to mention she is a theist. Yang Yu's heart is also
jumping, listening to the sound of the stairs.

In this dark, desolate and independent old house, everyone would be
startled by the sound of stairs. Yang Yu suddenly thought of the
haunted old house, one of the three terrible legends in the village.
There was always a scene of a woman in white floating around in the
early morning.

Yang Yu and Bai Xue are stunned and dare not step out.

Suddenly, the footsteps stopped.

My mother, I'd better get out of here! Yang Yu is also afraid in the
heart, pulling the hand of white snow to go in a hurry.

When he left the old house and went out of the school gate, Yang Yu
looked up at it. It was dark and there was nothing. His heart was
shivering. I made a list. Tomorrow I have to ask the headmaster
what the old house used to do.

Only when they got to the main road did they get some lights from
other people on the side of the road, and some villagers came out to
chat. They were relieved.

"Miss Yang, was that voice a ghost?" Bai Xuegang was really scared.
When she was a child, her grandfather often told her about it. After
listening to it more and more, she felt more and more real.

"There's no ghost. I guess someone just passed by." Yang Yu knows
this explanation is very reluctantly. The old house has been deserted
for several years. Who has enough to go there? And without a
flashlight?
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They enter the branch road and walk to Bai Xue's house.

"Miss Yang, I" snow suddenly stuttered, sorry to say something.
Yang Yu asked, Bai Xuecai continued to say: "I was so nervous just
now. I wanted to pee when I was so nervous. I was holding it all the
time!"

"Ha ha!" Yang Yu thought it was lovely, but after a week's watching,
he found that there was no thatched cottage here: "there is no
thatched toilet here. It's far from your home. Let's solve it directly
here."

"Ah?" White snow a face is not willing: "here can someone pass by,
in case be seen, shame dead."

Yang Yu thought that it was a road after all. Looking around, he
found that there was a small piece of land above and some orange
trees were planted. He pointed to it and said, "go there. What others
can't see there is covered by trees."

When Bai Xue looked at the small land, she really deviated from the
road. The orange trees she planted could cover it, but it was dark.
She was afraid of the dark most. Moreover, the scene of the old
school house just now was still vivid, so she did not dare to go: "I"

when Yang Yu looked at her, he thought she was shy and afraid of
being seen: "it's OK, there must be no one there."

Who knows Yang teacher did not understand her meaning, white
face, had to harden the scalp said: "I'm afraid, you accompany me!"

When Yang Yu heard this, he didn't respond. He didn't go to pee
with girls in his life. Yang Yu hated it. How could he go there at
night? He couldn't see anything. But he was very happy in his heart,
but he deliberately said: "I'm not afraid that Mr. Yang is a big sex
wolf, taking advantage of you?"

"Mr. Yang is a big sex wolf. I can see that for a long time. Hee hee
White snow see teacher Yang played a joke, this atmosphere



suddenly became active, speak also don't worry about the identity of
the teacher.

Yang Yu's face is black. He's seen through. What are you worried
about? Directly picked up the snow and went to the little orange
forest.

"Mr. Yang, please put me down. People will see me." Snow found
that he was held up, red is better, patting Yang Yu's chest, struggling
to come down.

With these big strides, Yang Yu had already stepped onto the small
land, and then along the edge of the inside, he entered the orange
forest, and then began to speak: "didn't you say that Mr. Yang is a
big sex wolf? I'll show you Mr. Yang. "

There are five or six trees planted in the orange forest. In spring,
there are white flowers and fragrant flowers. It's quiet here. The
urine also moistens the seedlings, killing two birds with one stone.
Yang Yu just let Bai Xue down.

White snow has been suffocated, quick urine out, is ready to
immediately take off pants, found Yang Yu is also facing himself,
immediately embarrassed: "big sex wolf, turn around!"

Yang Yu was going to turn around, but he was called "big sex wolf"
by the fox spirit. If he gets used to it later, the whole school will call
him "big sex wolf". As soon as the wrong number gets around, the
whole village knows that it will seriously affect his plan to pick up
girls. Yang Yu is not happy.

"Oh, you did shout?" With that, Yang Yu immediately picked up
snow white again, but this time, it was not a bear hug or a princess
hug, but the kind of hug adults used to coax their babies to pee.

"Ah! Miss Yang, don't, don't Bai Xue wants to shout, but does not
dare to shout. She is afraid of being heard. She wants to break away
and finds that she has been held up. Moreover, this posture is very
ecstatic and embarrassing.



Is teacher Yang going to coax her to pee like a baby?

Bai Xue's whole back is against Yang Yu's chest, her feet are held by
Yang Yu from behind the dark wrist, and then her buttocks sink,
forming the posture of adults holding the baby to coax urine.

Bai Xue, who had already taken off half of her trousers, was just
pulled by Yang Yugang. When she picked it up, she pulled it easily.
When she picked it up, the trousers had already been taken off to her
knees. Suddenly, Bai Huahua's buttocks had already been
completely exposed.White snow that blushes a big muddle, oneself
so big, how can let the man hold up to coax to pee like this, that too
embarrassed.

"Let me down, Mr. Yang!" Snow White wants to struggle, only to
find that her whole butt is sunk outside, her back is leaning on her,
her legs are bending, and she can't make any effort at all. She has a
heart of dying.

"Still talking about it?" Yang Yu is also squatting, face almost close
to snow's face, but the place in the night is not clear.

"I'm wrong. I dare not." Bai Xue pouts her mouth, but she really
wants to pee, but this posture makes her lose face and
embarrassment. She stifles: "Mr. Yang, please put me down, I'll do it
myself!"

Yang Yu is close to her face, and her mouth is almost to Bai Xue's
ears. She breathes. Bai Xue's ears are sour.

"Hold up, hold up, teacher Yang coax you to pee, darling, Shh!"
Yang Yu really coaxed like a child.

"You'll see it!" If you see snow, you are afraid of biting your lips at
night.

"You think of me as the golden eye of the monkey king. It's dark and
I can't see anything! Good. It's OK. Let's pee. " This is a fact, and
Yang Yu said it directly.



Bai Xue is also relieved, but it's really shameful to be held in the
urine by Mr. Yang. It's too ambiguous.

"No, you'll hear it." I still don't want to, but I can't hold it.

"Do you mind if you hear it?" Just then, all of a sudden, clattering
urine gushed out, and Bai Xue was embarrassed to find a crack to
drill down. And the pee was loud.

Although Yang Yu can't see it, he can imagine that there is a yellow
spring coming out of the hole of the small forest in white snow, like
a dragon coming out of the water, rolling away, far away.

It's a lot of urine. It's a lot of urine.

"Don't hold your urine in the future, you know? It's not good for you.
" Yang Yu said solemnly, Bai Xue is very good.

"Have you finished peeing?" Yang Yu saw no sound, and waited for
a moment, it is estimated that he has peed well.

"OK, it's OK. It's just that my ass is wet." Snow White thought, and
no paper towel, this can do?

Yang Yu takes Bai Xue's legs in one hand and tears a piece of paper
in the exercise book in the other hand. He is ready to wipe Bai Xue's
buttocks. Bai Xue is flustered when she sees it. Does this wipe touch
her two petals? How can it work? Hastily said: "teacher Yang, I
come by myself!"

Can Yang Yu which can give her the opportunity, this is a
once-in-a-lifetime good opportunity, can't miss? Take the paper and
reach for the most sensitive part of snow. Yang Yu deliberately
rubbed a few times there, and sure enough, Bai Xue made a hum.

This place has never been wiped by a man. The paper was rough,
this rub, touched the extremely sensitive ball pedicle, immediately
all comfortable, instinctive voice.

This voice just issued two, white snow immediately regretted, God,



this is facing teacher Yang's face, white snow regret, this groan is
not misunderstood by teacher Yang to die, think oneself is a whore,
how can that do?

Of course, Yang Yu didn't deliberately touch the little peduncle a
few times, which would expose himself. Instead, he naturally rubbed
it around, and rubbed it on his buttocks twice more. He felt that it
was all dry, so he threw the paper and put the snow down.

White snow quickly put back the pants, not only face red, the whole
process, the heart is straight jump, but just put on the pants, scolded:
"teacher Yang hate you! bad person! The bad guy

Ha ha! Yang Yu is laughing, where is this curse ah? It's just being
coquettish.

Along the way, Bai Xue pretended to be very angry and walked in
front of her. She didn't look back and ignored Yang Yu. Yang Yu
held hands several times and even made amends. Bai Xue threw
away her temper and scolded the villain!

Obviously, Bai Xue is Yang Yugang's only way to coax her to
urinate, which is love and hate. But how to hate, Bai Xue finds that
she is not angry at all, but she is very smart and can only pretend to
be angry.

In this way, we went to the steps outside the door of the snow white
house.

"Mr. Yang sent it here." When Yang Yu sees Bai Xue's family
arriving, he doesn't plan to go up. He is pulled to eat or something,
and it's hard to shirk.

Bai Xue walks in front of her. When she sees the door of her house,
she finds that the teacher Yang in the rear doesn't follow her. She
turns around and sees Yang Yu standing under the steps and looking
at her with a smile. Suddenly, all her anger is gone.

White snow looked at Yang Yu, immediately reluctant to part, did
not expect home so soon, this just want to turn back to the house,



suddenly ran down, standing on the stone one step higher than Yang
Yu, stand on tiptoe, quickly stretched his head in the past, in Yang
Yu's face heavy kiss, and then a face blurred looking at Yang Yu.

Yang Yu touched her head with a smile: "in the future, we should
not only study hard, but also learn to sing well!"

Snow heavily ah, has been watching Yang Yu leave, until can't see
the figure, just very reluctant to go back to the house, but the heart
has already flowers in full bloom, a beautiful feeling of first love
arises spontaneously.
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Yang Yu can't wait to go upstairs to check the flower. The fruit is
bigger. According to this conjecture, it will be ripe in two days.

The life cycle of aphrodisiacs is very short, generally one month, and
they will die after flowering and fruiting, which is similar to bamboo.
Yang Yu wants to catch up with another round of planting before the
spring is over.

Now he can only wait another two days. Yang Yu has long wanted
to find Niu Niu to try this medicine. According to the records, it's
very fierce. Yang Yu has also analyzed who to find to do the
corresponding test of this aphrodisiac. Thinking about it, Yang Lin is
the most suitable. The reason is that they are very familiar with each
other and they are good friends. If they start with good friends, they
won't accuse themselves of rape, will they?

Originally, he wanted to give it to Lin Yiyi, but Yang Yu thought
about it. You begged me to borrow the seed. Why did I kneel down
and try to break the idea? Please? Although Lin Yiyi is sincere, this
kind of woman is not like her high school classmate Xie Qiuqiu.
You can do it if you want.

I also want to find Ji Ming. At present, this girl is the strongest. If
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even she can be tamed by this aphrodisiac, there will be no women
that day. Yang Yu is excited to think about it.

But tonight, Yang Yu has other things to do. Before the water ghost's
death, Yang Yu is going to visit widow Liu's house to ask about her
husband's distress last year.

Of course, widow Liu also heard about Zhang Yang's kidnapping of
Li Ruoshui, who was angry with Yang Yu. Others don't know why
Yang Yu got into trouble with these local ruffians, but widow Liu
knows that it's all because of herself. So widow Liu is more grateful
to Yang Yu. She often sends some vegetables and eggs to Yang Yu.

Of course, my aunt also knew that widow Liu's life was not much
better than her own. She never thought that the two families, who
were originally enemies, had made up with each other and had a
good relationship. The villagers were very puzzled that only love
could solve their hatred.

"Is Aunt Liu here?" Yang Yu didn't think much about it. With the
door open, he stepped in. Unexpectedly.

At ordinary times, no one in widow Liu's family dares to come,
because in the countryside, superstition, this widow means Kefu.
Moreover, the place where she lives is in the south of the village,
and further south is the field, so usually few people come to visit her.
Even if there are people who come, they are like ruffians like Zhang
Yang or uncle Ming.

So widow Liu didn't have much scruples about taking a bath. She
just sat in a big wooden basin in front of the stove and washed it
naked, while her son Ben Erniu was playing.

In the countryside, people are very friendly. Seeing that the door is
open, Yang Yu goes in directly. It's amazing.

If you just let Yang Yu see that she is taking a bath, widow Liu is
not embarrassed. She is not a yellow girl, and it's not the first time
that Yang Yu has seen it.



But the crux of the problem is that widow Liu is holding out her
hand to caress herself. She has not been moistened by a man for a
year. Who can bear the age of a tiger?

When widow Liu saw Yang Yu coming in, she looked at herself in
amazement. She looked as if she had seen a ghost. She didn't have a
soul until she realized that she had lost her face in such a scene.

"It's Xiaoyu. I'll get dressed right away!" Widow Liu, who wanted to
die, managed to squeeze out an embarrassed smile and got up in a
hurry. She could not even put on her slippers, so she ran to the inner
room.

"Hoo Yang Yuchang shuddered. She was scared just now. Widow
Liu is much older than herself. How can I say that she is also an
elder? I'm sorry to see this. Yang Yu has a look, stupid two cows are
playing with water beside the water tank.

"Er Niu, what are you playing with? Can you tell brother Yang? "
Stupid two cattle is only ten years old, and silly, Yang Yu naturally
changed to coax the child's tone, but since last time Yang Yu saved
the baby's life in the hospital, this stupid two cattle is very kind to
Yang Yu.

Stupid Er Niu has not talked much since he was stupid. He is also
afraid of strangers. Every time he sees a stranger, he always has an
abnormal look at others. It seems that in his eyes, "human" is a
monster. The only people he is not afraid of are his mother and Yang
Yu.

Stupid two cattle turned his head, mouth said: "fish, fish, to die."
Yang Yu found that stupid two bull's eyes were full of tears, which
surprised Yang Yu. He saw that the fish in the bucket was dying and
almost turned over his white belly. Only his mouth was open and
closed, struggling to survive before he died.

Can stupid two cattle, a fool, for the death of a fish sad cry?

At this time, widow Liu came out of the inner room. She was
dressed and tidy. She also poured out the bath water. Looking at



Yang Yu, she was embarrassed: "Xiao Yu, what's the matter here?"

"It's nothing. Come and see stupid Er Niu." Of course, Yang Yulai
has something to do, but when it comes to other people's dead
husbands, it's scar. It's not good, so I'm not ready to say it directly.

As soon as widow Liu heard this, she was even happier and quickly
poured out a cup of boiled water.

Nowadays, no one in this village cares about the life and death of
their mother and son. All the people here want to make up her mind.
To put it bluntly, they all want to take advantage. Sometimes, if they
can't take advantage, they will be forced. What can you do to me?
But Yang Yu is not alone.

"Er Niu seems to like fish very much?" Yang Yu looked at the dying
fish and began to talk about it.

"Yes, he has been fond of fish since then, but he doesn't like fish. He
likes to put fish back in the river." Widow Liu said with a smile. But
Yang Yu frowned and was puzzled: "you said that stupid Er Niu
didn't steal fish because he wanted to eat fish, but because he wanted
to let it go?""Yes, my son is very kind and won't steal from others."
This is really a mistake.

Yang Yu touched Bener Niu's head specially. Seeing that he loved
the fish so much, he couldn't bear to ask the following question: "Er
Niu, what did you see when Dad had an accident?" As soon as this
problem came out, even widow Liu was startled and her face
changed.

"Fish! A big fish I didn't expect that stupid Er Niu really answered.
As soon as widow Liu heard the answer, she was relieved that Yang
Yu was not prepared to ask anything from a fool. She turned to
widow Liu and said, "Aunt Liu, you know, there has been an
accident recently, and I'm still a student. I'd like to solve this
mystery very much. If you can"

"do you want to ask about my husband? Ah Widow Liu finally
guessed the purpose of Yang Yu's trip: "you should have heard that



it was a water ghost. When I saw her husband's body, there was a
black fingerprint on her two wrists, and nothing else."

Yang Yu also wanted to ask. Suddenly, a cry came from outside:
"Sister Liu, are you there?" The voice was very familiar. As soon as
the man entered the room. Yang Yu recognized it, but it was uncle
Mingzi. When Uncle Ming saw that Yang Yu was also there, he was
afraid of the young man from the bottom of his heart. His fist was
not as hard as him.

"Originally, Yang Yu's younger brother is also here. I have nothing
to do. I sent a fish to sister Liu."

Fish again!

Uncle Ming put forward a red field fish from behind. A straw went
through the gill of the fish and came out of his mouth. The fish was
still alive. This is the simplest and most common way to tie up the
fish, but it was just at the moment when Uncle Ming proposed the
fish.

Stupid Er Niu's face suddenly changed and became extremely
terrible.

Widow Liu is not a fool. It's not the first time that uncle Ming has
come to deliver things. She usually gives some vegetables and eggs.
She also knows that uncle Ming must be playing with her bad ideas,
just like Zhang Yang, who comes to be hard, but Uncle Ming
chooses to be soft.

"Uncle Ming, I don't think so. We don't eat fish either." Widow Liu
pushed off in a hurry. She knew she couldn't accept this kind of
thing.

When Uncle Ming saw Yang Yu, he didn't want to stay any longer.
When all the fish came, he just gave it to widow Liu. At this time,
the fish was dead and hung down. Yang Yu hated the corners of
Uncle Ming's mouth. He didn't know what he wanted to do? Yang
Yu turned around and saw that the two heads were not scared.



Stupid Er Niu stares at his eyes and bites his teeth like an angry old
man. He looks very strange. Yang Yu doesn't understand. Is this
stupid Er Niu really a fool?

Uncle fish just heard the words, let people go across the threshold!

"Like this fish, you are going to die!"

The speaker is stupid Er Niu.

"Don't talk nonsense, little boy. Uncle Ming, don't be surprised. He's
a fool." Liu widow a listen to son suddenly appear so unlucky words,
quickly explained. Uncle Ming's face suddenly turned pale. He was
also a superstitious man. Superstitious people had to listen to lucky
words.

"It's OK. It's OK." Uncle Ming's face was very ugly. He forced out a
smile and left in a hurry.

"Er Niu, you can't talk nonsense, do you know?" Yang Yu touched
Er Niu's head. Ben Er Niu's face slowly recovered. He untied the
straw and put the fish in the bucket.

But that fish, already completely dead, stupid two cattle cried again.

Yang Yu asked some questions, such as whether there was any
enemy.

"Enemy? Oh, there is one. Liu Anguo of Houshan had a quarrel last
year because of the disputes over some fields

Yang Yu silently wrote down the name and talked about some other
things. Seeing that the time was almost up, he said hello to stupid Er
Niu and went back. He walked out of widow Liu's house without
taking two steps. Widow Liu suddenly thought of something. She
ran after it and cried, "Xiao Yu, I suddenly thought of something."

Yang Yu stops and turns to listen.

"When my husband died, I found that his eyelids had been cut off!"



Yang Yu's face suddenly turned pale, white without any blood.
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Two days later.

The aphrodisiac flower is completely ripe, and the fruit falls down
with a thump, just like a man's two eggs, but not so big. Yang Yu
replanted the seed, sprinkled some water and put a little ash.

Before the mother plant died, it was thoroughly uprooted with roots
and washed clean. Then it washed some rice and collected the water
to soak the whole plant.

The soaking time in rice water is very important. It can't be too long
or too short. If it's too long, the oestrogen in the root of oestrogen
will be lost. If it's too short, it can't give full play to the effect of
oestrogen. Yang Yu has to admire the ancient people's ox fork. How
did he try these methods? He also admired the wild Book fifty two
prescriptions for diseases, which he read in his university.

Traditional Chinese medicine is broad and profound!

After soaking for half an hour, Yang Yu took out the aphrodisiac
root and put it under the sun. He had to dry it for several hours in the
hot sun. He dried it thoroughly and dried it out. The last procedure
was to grind it into powder. Although this aphrodisiac is the main
component of aphrodisiac, there are still several catalysts: tangerine
peel and ginger.

These two drugs are very common in rural areas, and they are
usually eaten.

Yang Yu chopped up the root of aphrodisiac and tangerine peel
ginger with a wood knife, then let the stone sing in, smashed and
ground it into powder with the stone, and then just drink it as tea.
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"Cousin, what are you doing?" Three cousins came back from school,
saw cousin Yang Yu grinding things on the doorstep, and asked
curiously.

"Secret Yang Yu smiles wickedly. It's making aphrodisiac. If these
three cousins know it, their character will be ruined.

"I think it's traditional Chinese medicine. Can I drink it?" Three
cousins Yunxi open that pair of clear pure big eyes, very pure very
naive appearance, Yang Yu looked like, Yunxi is really cute pure.

You really can't eat it. If you eat it, you will lose yourself to your
cousin. Yang Yu thinks evil in his heart, but says, "you can't eat it,
baby. Good boy Yang Yu has long spoiled his third cousin as a child,
and she also likes to be spoiled by his cousin.

"Cousin, I feel someone is following me after school these days."
The third sister frowned, which was very cute. Yang Yu hasn't come
home from school with her for four days. In fact, my cousin and my
third cousin have met with this kind of thing before. Some perverts
in the village often follow them. Sometimes they suddenly come out
on the way of no one to scare you. Some of them are even more
extreme. They move their hands and feet directly. My third sister is
almost in shadow. So many times, she is on guard against men,
except my cousin Yang Yu.

She was absolutely relieved of her cousin. If Yang Yu knew that her
cousin thought this way, she would go to church to repent. In this
village, Yang Yu has the worst idea of three younger sisters. Maybe
one day, the aphrodisiac will be given to the three younger sisters.

Yang Yu is full of bad water. How can you trust Yunxi?

"It's all right, there's a cousin here!" Yang Yu reached out and
touched Yunxi's small head. His hair was black, smooth and
beautiful: "which pervert dares to touch my baby, my cousin will
beat him to death!"

Yunxi a listen, immediately close eyebrows to disperse, squint cute



smile, reveal two dimples, that dimple is really moving.

At this time, Yang Yu deliberately put one side of his face together:
"come on, kiss my cousin!"

"No, no!" Yunxi is smiling and coquettish. She likes to coquettish
with her cousin most, although she doesn't know how many times
she has been and how many times she has been.

"There's no one here. Just kiss it, just kiss it!" Yang Yu looked
around. On the way, there was no one beside him. Every time, he
coaxed his third sister to kiss him.

Yunxi really looked around, really no one, a little hesitated, just
want to close the mouth to kiss Yang Yu, at this time.

"Cousin, you want to take advantage of the third sister again. I'm not
ashamed!" Li Yaxi, the second cousin, came out of nowhere. She
heard the conversation clearly in the inner room. Three younger
sisters see is elder sister, but she is not afraid of this elder sister than
Yang Yu, red face ran back upstairs.

When Yang Yu looks at his second sister, Li Yaxi, the second cousin
who gives him the most headache, is not only smart in her mouth,
but also the girl has always consciously or unconsciously hit the nail
on the head to see Yang Yu's heart clearly. Yang Yu's bad water is
clear in the eyes of the two sisters.

Sometimes Yang Yu even doubts whether he has met a killer. He
looks at his second cousin and says with a smile, "with the second
sister, how dare you bully the third sister?"

Three younger sister Ya Xi white Yang Yu one eye, she just don't
believe cousin's mouth corner, see he is grinding things, then
casually said: "Yang Yu, what are you grinding? Is it an aphrodisiac?
Don't you want to kill the third sister? "

Poof! Poof! Poof!

Yang Yu died of vomiting blood on the spot. Want to scold sentence:



you ah is my stomach roundworm? Can you guess that?

The second sister frowned and saw Yang Yu's eyes wide open. She
looked at herself with a speechless face and added: "cousin, you
won't be right, will you? If you do something wrong, watch out for
ghosts knocking at the door in the middle of the night! "

Yang Yu can only giggle: "cousin is that kind of person, where to
make aphrodisiac, besides, what do I want that thing for?"The
second sister looked again, and then went back to the house to
prepare for cooking.

Yang Yu's forehead exudes cold sweat. These two cousins are so
terrible that they must be sent by heaven to monitor themselves. In
the future, they have to hide from her. But they can't stir up trouble,
so they continue to work hard to grind the aphrodisiac flower.

In half an hour.

The legendary Yuxian death is finally finished!

To be immortal and to die: to be immortal and to die, to be drunk
and to dream of death!

Life should be just like the sensual world!

Yang Yu took a small glass bottle and put all the powder into it.
Before Yang Yu is 100% sure that this plant is Cui Qinghua, and
whether the production process can be really successful, he can't
take people to do experiments. He must find animals.

Yang Yu immediately thought of the rooster at home. This rooster
has not been a hen for a long time, and the hens at home haven't had
chicks for a long time, so Yang Yu is going to feed it. Find some
leftovers, sprinkle some powder on the leftovers, and then throw
them to the rooster.

As soon as the rooster saw the food coming, he pecked it desperately.
Yang Yu followed him all the time, just wanted to see if he could
make a hen. At this time, Yang Yu is more anxious than anyone.



After waiting so many weeks, he put all his hopes on it. Don't let me
down.

But it's almost five minutes in the past. Does the rooster have to find
earthworms to eat?

"I said that you are going to engage in hens. If you don't engage in
so many hens, your brain will be kicked by donkeys?" Yang Yu that
urgent ah, see this cock has no response, can not be anxious? I have
to talk to the rooster, but it's playing the lute to the cow. How can the
rooster understand what Yang Yu said?

Ten minutes later, Yang Yu knows that it's over. It's not Cui
Qinghua at all. It's because he's too ignorant and thinks he's doing
something. But Yang Yu is not ready to give up. He goes back to the
chicken pen and drives some hens out.

Keep the cock and the hen together.

"I don't think so? You don't do home delivery? Are you really kicked
in the head by a donkey? " Yang Yu felt that if he were the rooster,
he would be happy with the hens every day. But the rooster didn't
pay any attention to the two hens except to look around his neck and
occasionally peck the vegetable leaves and dig for earthworms.

"You didn't lift it. You're not as good as Lin Yiyi's husband. I Pooh!"
Yang Yu, that fire.

Half an hour has passed, and the medicine that should be used has
already been used. Generally, if this thing enters the stomach and
blood, it will definitely work in five minutes.

Yang Yu knew that he was wrong, like a defeated rooster, but
suddenly he found that he hated the rooster, although the rooster
didn't offend him at all.

In his hand, he held the bottle of "Yuxian die", which he had blown
out of his mind. He wanted to throw it away. With a sigh, he was
still reluctant to put it into his pocket.



It's Friday again!

Yang Lin saw the dark circles under her eyes this morning. Since she
learned about Yang Lin's "secret", their relationship has improved by
leaps and bounds, and they have become good friends.

"Nightmare again?" Yang Yu asked softly.

Yang Lin nodded. She looked really bad. It seemed that the
nightmare began to torture her again: "it's like being cursed. I didn't
have any bad things before. Why does God torture me like this?"

Yang Yu wanted to hold her and comfort her, but his girlfriend Li
Ruoshui was also there, so he did not dare to do so.

"What are you two whispering behind my back?" Li Ruoshui and
Yang Lin are also a pair of good friends. They can even be said to be
confidants. One is a confidant and the other is their own boyfriend.
Although they are at ease in their hearts, they have no confidence in
each other.

"Let's talk about the night you spent in the cave. Did Mr. Yang Yu
do you a good job? Ha ha "but no one in the office dares to make fun
of Li Ruoshui and Leng Xiaoxue. Only Yang Lin dares because she
has a good relationship.

Li Ruoshui remembered that night, he was almost opened by Yang
Yu, and suddenly blushed: "look, I don't clean you up!"

"How dare you deal with me? Be careful I rob your boyfriend! "Hee
hee" Yang Lin didn't like Yang Yu at first, even a little annoying,
who let him peep at his bath and body.

However, Yang Lin has been haunted by the evil spirit of the water
ghost. No one can say that he is under great mental pressure and
often has nightmares. Yang Yu knows about the strange encounter
near the reservoir last time, which has almost become their secret.
Moreover, she put all her hopes of lifting the curse on Yang Yu, so
gradually she didn't hate him, and her relationship became better.
Now she and Yang Yu and Li Ruoshui have become two best friends.



If Yang Lin knew that Yang Yu was going to use her as an
experimental object for immortality, she would be very angry.

During the lunch break, Yang Lin was so sleepy that she asked Yang
Yu for the key to the attic and prepared to take a nap. Yang Yu also
accompanied her.
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"Your attic is quiet." Yang Lin has been sleepy, to see such a warm
small room, the first time she fell in love with here.

The layout of the room is specially decorated by Yang Yu. Only by
creating a warm and safe atmosphere for a woman can she relax her
vigilance.

"You can sleep at ease. I'll change my homework. I'll keep you from
having nightmares." Yang Yu doesn't plan to leave, because he also
likes the quiet here. By the way, changing his homework won't
disturb Yang Lin. in case Yang Lin really has a nightmare, he can
comfort her.

In fact, Yang Lin thinks the same way. Since she had nightmares,
she was afraid of sleeping alone. With Yang Yu, she felt very safe.
At the beginning, she was quite taboo to Yang Yu. When she saw
him, she would scold him: big sex wolf.

Yang Yu sat down and touched his pocket. When he found that the
fake "Yuxian die" bottle was still there, he took it out and put it on
the table as a souvenir.

"What are you?" Yang Lin is ready to sleep, see Yang Yu take out a
bottle of things, which contains some powder, curious asked a
sentence.

"This" Yang Yu did not know how to explain to her, said it was an
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aphrodisiac? Now it is not. What is it? In fact, Yang Yu didn't know
it. To put it bluntly, it's just some common plant root powder. It's
hard to explain, so he said casually: "this helps people sleep and
reduces nightmares!"

As soon as Yang Lin heard that it was helpful for her to sleep, she
took it, unscrewed the bottle and smelled it: "it tastes like tangerine
peel!" Say, stretch into small finger, touched a bit to put in the
mouth, tasted taste, always feel strange.

Yang Yu naturally won't stop it. Anyway, it's not a bad thing to eat.
You can eat it if you like, and you don't think much about it. Yang
Lin then fell asleep.

Li Ruoshui is still eating at home. How would she feel if she knew
that her boyfriend was alone in a loft with her best friend?

At noon in spring, it is warm and refreshing.

Originally, Yang Lin wanted to take off her trousers, but Yang Yu
only took off her coat, put on a vest and went to sleep with a
comfortable quilt.

Suddenly, it was just two minutes later.

Yang Lin felt a little strange change in her body. She became hot.
This was not normal. What's more, there was a spring in the deep
valley, and she didn't pay attention to it at first.

Time, tick tick tick another three minutes.

At this time, Yang Lin's whole body became hot, and the sweet
spring in the deep valley was more fierce than before, almost wet her
underwear. Yang Lin was in a panic. She didn't know why she
suddenly felt hungry and thirsty, thinking: I'm in spring?

Yang Yu sat up and had a nightmare. Suddenly, she jumped up again
But when Yang Lin saw Yang Yu, just like a ghost, she quickly
shrank to the foot of the bed, staring at the bottle of traditional
Chinese medicine powder, and said in horror, "what did you give me



to eat?"

"What, what?" Yang Yu is puzzled. Isn't it a nightmare? But look at
her frightened look

"what's in your bottle? Answer me Yang Lin's sweat is more severe,
especially in the valley of her lower body. She feels that she can't
control it. If it goes on like this, she will go crazy.

Yang Yu turns his eyes. Suddenly, he reacts. Is Yang Lin in spring?
Take a closer look at her appearance. Her chest is undulating. The
cleavage between the vest is shaking. She is breathing heavily. Her
forehead is permeated with big sweat. Her cheeks are red. She is
biting her lips. She looks very painful. Yang Yu secretly glances at
her legs. Yang Lin's legs are tightly closed together. It seems that she
is holding her urine and can't help spraying it out.

When you see a woman like this, Yang Yu's lust for animals
suddenly comes. Can you stand a female cat in front of you?

But Yang Lin is not only his girlfriend's best friend, but also his
good friend. It's a complete accident for Yang Lin to die after eating
Yuxian. Yang Yu never dreamed that Cui Qinghua was real and
almost threw it away.

If Yang Yu hates someone now, he only hates the rooster. No, he
loves the rooster.

"That's what you eat, but I don't have it." Yang Yu quickly shirks his
responsibility. It's a complete accident. Even he himself has already
determined that the death of immortals is false. It's a complete
blunder.

"Answer me!" Yang Lin is biting her teeth. She is a little afraid of
the fierce reaction of her body. The sweat on her forehead flows
down her cheek. It is overwhelming. She is very afraid of the answer
given by Yang Yu.

Yang Yu swallowed a breath, the facial expression is not
good-looking, embarrassed say: "it is aphrodisiac."



When she heard these two words, Yang Lin's heart was broken. As
she guessed, this was the answer she didn't want.

"You give me an aphrodisiac? I'm your good friend. I'm your
girlfriend's best friend. How can you... "

Yang Lin wants to smoke Yang Yu, thinking that it's really human
face and animal heart. It's true that he trusts him so much that he
even cheated himself into taking aphrodisiac, saying that it helps to
sleep?

Yang Yu is a mute who eats Coptis chinensis. He has a helpless face
and is extremely ambivalent in his heart. It's true that at first he
wanted to give Yang Lin medicine. But now, Yang Lin is right. She
is Li Ruoshui's best friend, even her girlfriend's best friend. What a
beast!Yang Lin knows that if she stays here, something will happen.
She is trying her best to control her desire.

Yang Lin wants to cry, she is afraid, she is afraid to see a man will
rush over, the body is too thirsty, too need to meet, is not her reason
can control.

"Are you all right?" Yang Yu tentatively asked a sentence, just want
to know how the medicine of this desire immortal death.

"Get out of here!" Yang Lin roared, pulled on her coat, quickly put
on her shoes, and ran out of the room, only to hear the door
slamming.

What a wild woman.

Quiet, the room suddenly quiet down.

Yang Yu looks at the sheet that Yang Lin was sitting on just now,
but there is some wet shadow. He has no choice but to shake his
head. It will be difficult to get involved in Yang Lin in the future.
However, what Yang Yu is worried about now is that Yang Lin
should never go to inform his girlfriend Li Ruoshui. Just looked at
the bottle of Yuxian die, quickly took it up and put it in the drawer,



and locked it.

The distant school heard the laughter of students playing games.
Yang Yu turned to look at the door and thought that Yang Lin would
never come back.

On the way back to school, Li Ruoshui thought about what her
father had said just now, and asked her to take Yang Yu home for
dinner, thanking him for saving his daughter's life last time. But if Li
Ruoshui knew that his boyfriend cheated his best friend into taking
the aphrodisiac, what would he think? Yang Yu can't have a meal, at
least.

Yang Yu suddenly felt that he didn't want to change his homework.
Since he was bitten by the strange insect last time, his lust has
become more and more intense, especially at night. He made Lin
Yina a whole night last week, which has never been so lasting. Lin
Yina's climax is endless. I don't know how many times she begged
for mercy, how many times she lost her incontinence, and how fast
the day is Light, the whole body is too sour to walk, Lin Yina is
afraid of Yang Yu, this week did not dare to come to him.

Once you get up, it's hard to be soft. You can't do without a cold
shower. Yang Yu also loves and hates this kind of thing, especially
in class. He has been hard several times. That's embarrassing!

Now, it's impractical to secretly call Zishu over.

Just when Yang Yu was depressed because he had nowhere to vent
his lust, there was a knock on the door. Did Yang Lin come back?

Rush to open the door excitedly!

The scene outside the door still surprised him!

Isn't it Yang Lin? Who would that be?
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The light is dim. This is the inner room of an old house. It usually
has only one small window.

There was an old man lying in the room. His face was as thin as a
skeleton. He was extremely ferocious. It seemed that he would not
live long. Beside the old man stood a middle-aged man, leaning over
him.

"After I die, I must protect the Holy tree in the church. When the
Holy tree dies, it will be ruined!" The old man in this bed is the elder
of Christianity. Since the last exorcism failure, he has been lying in
bed and is not allowed to go to the hospital. Now his health is
getting worse and worse. I'm afraid he won't be able to endure for
long.

"Don't worry, elder. We will die to defend. But what's the use of this
sacred tree? Why do we have to come here to protect it? " The other
is the second elder of Christianity in the village, but he doesn't
understand many things.

"In the future, you will understand. Go and call the man named Yang
Yu for me in the evening." The elder is already having a hard time
talking.

"Yang Yu? The scholar? " The second elder was even more puzzled.
Mr. Yang was not a Christian. What did he want to tell an outsider?
But the elder's words had to obey, he just nodded and left the room.

The room is not only full of posters of Christ, but also a huge peach
cross with black things on the back.

The elder lay on the bed, his eyes motionless looking at the ceiling,
in his field of vision seems to see a person, no, is a God: Jesus, is
carrying the cross of Jesus.

The elder can't bear this cross.

In the same room, Lin Yina, Lin Yiyi and her husband are in a
tripartite meeting.
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"Sister, I heard from Mr. Yang that you slept together last time, but
you didn't have that. It's not good. After all, it's us asking for help."
Lin Yina didn't want to take care of so much, but it was her sister
after all. On the contrary, her brother-in-law begged her for help.

"I'm sorry." Lin Yiyi's husband Wang Ren is an honest man, this
kind of thing to this point, can't let his wife satisfy, is the biggest
failure as a man, so Wang Ren has always wanted to make up from
other aspects.

"Yang Yu is not my husband. I always feel strange." Although Lin
Yiyi looks like a wild goose, she is a traditional woman in the
bottom of her heart. She is also educated in feudal Confucianism. In
her world, this love affair should only be done with her husband.
Suddenly, she does it with a stranger. She really can't accept it. Last
time she slept with Yang Yu, she felt uncomfortable and didn't sleep
all night.

"Elder sister, you don't know the pressure from your parents. If you
really can't accept it, I'll let Mr. Yang come. What do you think?" In
order to make her sister pregnant, Lin Yina tried her best to help her.
Since she couldn't do it, it seemed that she had to do so.

"What? Of course not. " Lin Yiyi feels that this is against her will.
How can she do such a thing when she doesn't agree.

"I agree." Wang Ren's mind is the most complex. After all, men have
their own difficulties. They can't stop writing. If the whole village
knows that they can't accept the seeds if they don't do it, then he
really has no face to live.

So he would rather let a man be his wife than let the whole village
know that he can't be his wife.

"It's settled first. I'd like to trouble my sister to ask Mr. Yang for
advice. I think he's really good." Wang Ren is hard to come by.

Lin Yiyi was also silent and didn't know what to say.



Every family has its own troubles. You can't make a fool of yourself.
Just let Yang Yu rape a young woman. Can he do this?

And in Yang Yu's room, something incredible is happening.

When Yang Yu excitedly opens the door, he is surprised to find that
there is no Yang Lin standing outside, and there is no one outside.

I heard a knock on the door. How could there be no one? Yang Yu is
very puzzled. There was nothing but silence in the upstairs and the
room was empty.

Who's playing a prank? Yang Yu shakes his head and closes the
door again. At the moment of closing the door, Yang Yu suddenly
feels a chill and shivers. It seems that someone has just entered the
room.

Yang Yu just came back and sat down. Suddenly, there was another
thumping sound.

"Who is it?" Yang Yu yelled, most hate to open this childish joke,
Yang Yu is very angry and went to open the door.

But! This time, to Yang Yu's surprise, there was a man standing
outside.

The man's hair was disheveled, like he had just been mad, like a
beast, a wild beast.

And this beast is Yang Lin.

Yang Lin breathes heavily, her eyes are red, she stares at her eyes
and clenches her teeth. Obviously, she is suffering and depressed,
but the "devil" in her body is defeated.

This "devil" is too powerful, too powerful.

Yang Lin cried, but when she cried, she rushed to Yang Yu like a
wild animal. The attack was fierce. Yang Yu retreated and just
closed the door with a bang.With a bang, Yang Yu was directly



knocked down on the bed. Yang Lin's whole body was pressed on
Yang Yu. The tongue like a poisonous dragon went straight into
Yang Yu's mouth and sucked Yang Yu's tongue out. Then it was put
in her mouth and ate desperately.

Even your girlfriend's best friend? Only animals can do such things.

But Yang Yu is a beast.

It took less than five seconds for them to take off their clothes,
which shows the ferocity of their hunger and thirst.

……

The path is quiet and gentle.

Li Ruoshui is humming. Her boyfriend is recognized by her parents,
which makes her feel very happy. If she knows that at the same time,
her boyfriend and her best friend are doing crazy things in the attic
of the school, I'm afraid Li Ruoshui will kill the dog and the girl
alive.

Across the path, the school is in front of you.

"Why are Yang Yu and Yang Lin not here?" Li Ruoshui was about
to tell her the good news that his parents asked him to go home for
dinner. He found that Yang Yu was not in the office, and looked at
Yang Lin, so he asked.

"I think it's time to take a nap in the attic. Why don't you call them?"
The headmaster said casually.

"Siesta, together?" Li Ruoshui shakes his head and mutters to
himself. He doesn't think about other aspects at all. He thinks it's
very normal. One is my boyfriend and the other is my best friend.
What else can happen? Therefore, in Li Ruoshui's subconsciousness,
he doesn't think about these two people in that way at all.

Li Ruoshui looked at the alarm clock in the office. There were still
ten minutes to go before class. He went to the attic there to find them.



After thinking about it, he really went to the attic.

In the attic, Yang Lin, like sucking white powder and beating
chicken blood, had already been crazy to get into bed.

Li Ruoshui's going is not a good one.
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Yang Lin has been controlled by lust for a long time. What's more,
Yang Yu's big guy makes her want to be immortal and die. She
completely loses her reason. She's like a female dog. She doesn't
care about her image and the man under her. She's a good friend of
her best friend. She raises her butt and sits down. She's crazy to do
things between men and women.

The sound of bed calling in the room was mixed with the laughter of
the school. Li Ruoshui didn't notice what he heard when he came.
Around the house, corridor of the backyard, just feel quiet down, and
the attic inexplicably happened to have no sound.

Originally, Yang Lin's life climax for the first time, climax let her
suffocate, suffocate to make no sound.

"Yang Yu? Are you there? " Li Ruoshui went upstairs and knocked
on the door.

The cry scared Yang Yu and Yang Lin out of their souls.

Yang Lin is sitting naked on Yang Yu. The big guy has been
pushing up to the deepest part of her body, and she is still bulging.
At the moment of her climax, she suddenly hears the cry of her best
friend Li Ruoshui outside the door.

Can you imagine the complicated mood of Yang Lin and Yang Yu at
this time?
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The sudden arrival of Li Ruoshui made them panic and even forgot
to get dressed. In fact, it's too late. The bed in the room is in a mess,
and underwear is thrown everywhere. With a woman's sensitivity,
two people will come out in half a day. After a little observation,
they will know what happened.

Yang Lin suddenly woke up.

He stares at Yang Yu fiercely. If Li Ruoshui is cheating with her
boyfriend, not only can he not be a friend, but also the school has no
face to stay.

When Li Ruoshui saw that there was no sound in the room, he put
his ear to the door to listen. There was still no movement: were they
not in the room? Li Ruoshui guessed.

If she knew that her good friend Yang Lin was riding on her
boyfriend in the room just one door away, what would she think?

In the room, Yang Yu and Yang Lin's mood is also complex, praying,
Li Ruoshui must not come in, leave quickly, otherwise, three people
are embarrassed, can't be friends.

Yang Lin really hates Yang Yu at this time. Although she is still
sitting on him now, she is afraid that she will make a sound and be
heard by Li Ruoshui. But the complicated relationship among the
three people is due to his cheating on himself.

Yang Yu is also very helpless, he did not expect his girlfriend Li
Ruoshui will suddenly come here to find him. Originally, everything
was planned well, but the plan couldn't keep up with the changes, so
it's not as good as heaven.

Go back, be sure to find the rooster to settle accounts. It's all false
news.

Yang Yu and Yang Lin are very anxious. After half an hour's
strenuous exercise, they are almost sweating and thirsty, but they
dare not move. They swallow deeply. At the same time, they wonder
why Li Ruoshui still doesn't go?



"Yang Yu? Yang Lin? Are you there? " Li Ruoshui knocked on the
door again, yelled and muttered in his heart, "it's not here. Where did
it go?"

A lot of times, life is so delicate.

At this time, the bell rang for class.

Li Ruoshui Zou eyebrows, the first class but she had to go down the
stairs, back to class.

Yang Yu and Yang Lin had no class in the first quarter. When they
heard Li Ruoshui leave, the stone in their heart fell to the ground.
The scene just now was really heart stirring. They were just more
nervous about Yang Yu and Yang Lin than speed and passion.

Both of them were relieved. The big sweat ran down Yang Lin's
cheek, down her neck, down her chest, down her stomach.

This pass is finally over, but Yang Lin looks at Yang Yu, but it is
contradictory.

First of all, I am now fully awake and no longer on the brain. The
man under me is my best friend's boyfriend. I never thought I would
do this with him. I should get up quickly, put on my clothes and go
back to school.

But second, Yang Lin has just been opened, and has also ushered in
the first climax of her life. Yang Yu's guy is still in her body, and
she doesn't know how comfortable it is. At least physically, she is
still reluctant to pull it out.

"If you give it back to me later, I'll castrate you!" Yang Lin looks
like a resentful wife and looks at Yang Yu fiercely.

Yang Yu turns over and presses Yang Lin to the bottom of his body
and takes the initiative. He is afraid that Yang Lin will not do it
when she recovers her sense. However, Yang Yu is still in the mood.
This has happened. It's useless to repent and make up for it. It's



better to continue to be happy.

There was a puff and puff in the room. Yang Lin found that she was
really naive and thought she could be rational. But when Yang Yu
just took a puff, she found that she had no determination at all.

This is another lesson!

The school bell is always so cheerful after class.

"Where did you two go at noon?" When Li Ruoshui returned to the
office, he finally met his boyfriend and best friend.

"What? Did you come to me? I guess I just went to the toilet at that
time. I didn't eat well at noon and had diarrhea. Ha ha Yang Yu
quickly found a reason, got up to pull Li Ruoshui, lest Li Ruoshui
ask Yang Lin the same question.

Yang Lin secretly glanced at Yang Yu and saw that Yang Yu was
also looking good. She quickly cleaned up her textbook and said
with a smile, "I'll go to class first. You're busy!"Li Ruoshui also
smiles at his good friend and forgets the question just now. Then he
turns to Yang Yu and says, "my father said that you should take time
to eat in our house. Thank you for saving me last time."

Yang Yu put his arms around Li Ruoshui's waist. His waist was very
thin and enchanting: "if my father-in-law speaks, how can I not
follow, but dear, what should I give you?"

"Can you two stop being so disgusting in the office and show love?"
The two 18-year-old single girls in the office have a problem.

Li Ruoshui is smiling and feels very happy. If she knew that just a
few minutes ago, her boyfriend was still working hard in the attic
with her good friend, she would not be able to laugh.

"You can do it by yourself. Let's say tomorrow night." Li Ruoshui
smiles and kisses Yang Yu on the face. Yang Yu is now recognized
as her formal boyfriend. He is still very happy to kiss him.



It's just that Yang Yu has been cheating his cousin and cousin, and
they are still acting. After school, Yang Yu asked the students who
were selected to play basketball to come to school for training
tomorrow afternoon. The headmaster has also made the basketball
frame, and five brand-new basketballs have been obtained after
school.

Everyone was excited.

"Cousin, can you come to school with me today?" Three cousins
after school, quietly said to Yang Yu. Yang Yu touched her lovely
head, coaxed her and said: "well, baby, go to the school gate and
wait for me."

Every time Li Yunxi heard her cousin call her baby, she would blush
with shyness. The girl was shy enough. She was so familiar with her
cousin that she would blush every time.

Then Yang Yu went to the attic and brought back the bottle of
"Yuxian die". He couldn't restrain the excitement in his heart.
Unexpectedly, the medicine was so strong that Yang Lin just licked
the powder stained on her fingers, which would make her crazy.
What woman could bear it?

Li Yunxi is not going well this week. Her cousin hasn't gone home
with her for a long time, and there is always someone following her
this week. She knows that she must be some pervert again. Once
upon a time, she met a pervert. She was wearing a skirt and rushed
out in Taohuayuan. She reached into her skirt and took off her
underwear. She took it off her nose and smelled it. If it hadn't been
for a passing villager, Li Yunxi might have been tarnished.

The pervert put her underwear on her head and ran away. Later, he
didn't appear again. Recently, he appeared again.

Li Yunxi is very scared.

But holding her cousin's hand, she was not afraid at all.

"You said there was a pervert following you in Taohuayuan?" Yang



Yu looked at the front is Taohuayuan, Taohuayuan to go home than
to go a lot closer to the avenue.

It's a good place in the daytime. Once it's at night, it's really a place
of ecstasy. All kinds of villagers come here to do it. Sometimes they
even open it and do it in other ways. Anyway, it's someone else's
wife.

If, inadvertently, found his wife is also here, it is not the same.

"Well, it seems to be the same person a few years ago." Li Yunxi
was only the first day of junior high school at that time. After all, he
had been nearly three years and could not remember the pervert.

Yang Yu also knows that there are quite a lot of such perverts in this
village. If you have seen memories of murder in South Korea, you
can see that there are many horrible people hidden in the dark
countryside.

Maybe during the day he is moral, like a gentleman, once at night,
he will be very cruel.

Of course, Yang Yu has to protect his three cousins, as well as his
cousins and aunts. These people love to find women who have no
men at home.

In the evening, three people came to find Yang Yu.

One is Lin Yina, the other is widow Liu, and the third is a
middle-aged man, but Yang Yu doesn't know him.

But when Lin Yina and widow Liu came to find Yang Yu, Yang Yu
had already left with the strange man.

In the dark room, there was a huge cross. Yang Yu saw it at the first
sight when he entered the room. With such a big cross in the room,
how could there be anything dirty?

But Yang Yu knows the man lying on the bed.
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See teacher Yang come over, the original chattering students are
quiet down.

Today, Yang Yu specially wears comfortable sports clothes. Yang
Yu, who is very sunny, looks more sunny and healthy.

"Ji Ming, come with me and get the basketball!" Yang Yu likes to
embarrass Ji Ming on purpose. Ji Ming white eyes, very not willing
to follow up.

The headmaster bought six basketballs, five of which are very cheap
rubber balls, one of which is a little more expensive. It's more
suitable for the formal game of Spalding basketball, and the two
self-made basketball frames have been set up on the playing field.
Yang Yu roughly drew a basketball court with red paint.

"You don't care what basketball is, what rules are, what position is,
what shooting is. What you have to do is to practice the sense of the
ball! When the ball comes, everything comes. " Yang Yu began to
explain his understanding of basketball.

Basketball is very familiar to Yang Yu. High school is for the school
team, and college sports is also for basketball. Because the
university is too short, he didn't choose the position of point guard in
the school team, which makes him feel very sorry, but.

"What is the charm of basketball?" Yang Yu suddenly said such a
sentence, picked up Spalding and transported to the basket in the
past, jumped and it, flying high, unexpectedly, unexpectedly,
directly buckled down.
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Everyone was stunned!

Yang Yu's flying posture is cool, only Ji Ming disdains it. Yang Yu
divides everyone into different positions. Of course, they don't
understand it. Han Qingfang naturally plays as center, Zhang
Fangfang as offensive guard and Ji Ming as point guard. Yang Yu
absolutely lets Ji Ming as the initiator of the team's offensive system.
The distribution of ball power and the choice of attack are all
decided by her.

"You have only one goal in the afternoon: dribble, dribble
unlimited." Yang Yu in pairs, bent down to practice dribbling, each
dribble for five minutes, pass to another person, continue to move,
such a cycle.

Because of many balls, give Ji Ming that Spalding to practice alone.

Yang Yu looked at the female students bending, buttocks up, lined
up in two rows, eager to stand behind them, one by one to insert in
the past, this taste is estimated to be burst. This is not only, the 20
white thighs, together, the scene is also very magnificent.

Among these white legs, Han Qingfang is the most beautiful and
slender. Her height of 175 and thin figure are really her life as a
model. Besides, Han Qingfang has a temperament, which is like the
noble and cold temperament emanating from her bones.

In addition to Han Qingfang's legs, Yang Yu is also interested in one
leg. Her name is Shen Feifei. She is also a junior high school student.
She is 165 tall. Yang Yu has arranged her position as a power
forward. This girl is also jade and pure, is a human beauty, with
three cousin Yunxi's character is a bit like, but is soft outside and
hard inside.

This is a very calm girl, in her body, Yang Yu see is out of the mud
but not stained, really clean, so the skin is excellent, is the skin of
the ten best and whitest. When Yang Yu looked at her beautiful leg,
she almost stood up, a perfect thigh.



Shen Feifei's beauty was not noticed by Yang Yu before. When she
went to school, she always wore long pants and curled her hair.
Today, she put down her hair and suddenly became beautiful. She
wore shorts to match her suffocating thigh. Yang Yu's heart itched.

Yang Yu wants to touch her thigh, but she is not so familiar with this
classmate, or just the teacher and classmate, unlike Bai Xue, Zi Shu
and Yun Xi. Can't find the reason to touch her thigh, Yang Yu that
urgent, can pick up a girl still need face?

Once in a while, the spring breeze blows through the playground and
raises a dust wind!

Seeing that Shen Feifei's ball was also blown away by the wind,
Yang Yu rushed over and picked up the ball to teach her how to
dribble.

"Center of gravity down." Yang Yu deliberately to press her waist,
the hand on her buttocks: "a hand, to be stable, take down the
moment with a little force."

Yang Yu's hand hasn't left Shen Feifei's buttocks, and he wants to
feel it along his thigh, but he has to endure it after all.

"After practicing for two hours, everyone is tired. Take a 15 minute
rest and have a drink." Yang Yu clapped his hands. Seeing
everyone's backache, he continued: "if the competition is won, the
school decides to award everyone 20 yuan."

"Twenty dollars? So much? " A lot of students are excited. The 20
yuan is just for the children in the countryside. It's really a lot. It's
just that Ji Ming feels like she's been cheated. She bargained for only
five yuan before, which is too little.

What's more, it gives them a sense of accomplishment, and they can
even brag in front of their parents and relatives for a while.

In fact, the reward of 200 yuan is donated by the school funds and
every teacher, because they are bullied by other schools like the
headmaster and have been suppressed for a long time. If Yang Yu



really wins, it will be a shame.

"Miss Yang, sing us a song. We love to hear you sing." Zhang
Fangfang is obviously a lot more bold, obviously she also spoke a
lot of people's voices, this dribble time is too boring.

"Well, I'll get the guitar, but you'll have to practice hard later." Yang
Yu is very happy. Except for Ji Ming, these students are not as
difficult as he imagined. They are all obedient.The students chose a
piece of grass and sat in a semicircle. Bai Huahua's thighs formed a
line, which made Yang Yu very excited. Yang Yu, with his guitar on
his back, chooses a big stone to sit down and looks around. Except
for Ji Ming's disdainful look at the distance, others are full of
expectation.

Shen Feifei has also been very calm, but she wants to listen to a song,
rarely speak, but always quiet Shen Feifei even ordered a song:
"Miss Yang, can you sing a song" can't leave you? "

Shen Feifei's voice is very clear and clean, and her vocal cords are
perfectly developed. There is no murmur and no Yasha. Yang Yu
seldom hears words. Unexpectedly, she is attracted by this opening.

"Of course Yang Yu plucked a string.

The playground is very quiet, the whole village is very quiet, there is
no car sound, no horn sound.

Singing in this quiet and comfortable countryside is a kind of
enjoyment, not to mention facing a group of girls with bare legs.

The sound of strings, like the sound of nature!

Once Yang Yu holds the guitar, he will be immersed in the artistic
conception of that kind of music, which is also the best interpretation
and respect for music.

When Yang Yu sings the song, his eyes are always looking at Shen
Feifei, a beautiful girl. However, Shen Feifei does not avoid it.
Instead, he is always facing Yang Yu's eyes.



Shen Feifei was fascinated by this song. In fact, she didn't think
much about men's and women's affairs. When all the girls were
fascinated by Yang Yu's handsome, she decided to hide her mind
and secretly love her in her heart.

Shen Feifei thinks that this song is specially sung by her.

So when Yang Yu teacher has been looking at her eyes, her heart a
little want to cry, that kind of sour feeling, she knows that Yang Yu
teacher can not belong to her, she is just enjoying her own youth,
belongs to a person's youth.

Shen Feifei is such a girl. She is very clear and calm on the surface,
but complex in the heart. She can see it thoroughly. She seems to
have seen the scene of parting after graduation, just as the lyrics say:
some people are destined not to see each other again, and those
green faces

Yang Yu doesn't think so much. When she looks into Shen Feifei's
eyes, Yu Guang keeps looking at her big eyes Legs, but also from
time to time to aim at her chest, through the V collar that little ditch,
Yang Yu has been able to guess, this is a pair of best milk.

The afternoon passed and everyone went back.

"Miss Yang, can I practice again?" It was Zhang Fangfang who
raised this question, which made Yang Yu happy.

"Of course, you can play whatever you want."

"I want to stay, too." Shen Feifei even put forward this request, and
other students have already run out, especially Ji Ming, who runs the
fastest.

Zhang Fangfang randomly took the ball and threw it to the basket.
Unexpectedly, the ball scored.

Yang Yumu is stunned. It's a three-point ball to throw at this
position. Is this Zhang Fangfang really like what she said? She



smashed too much fruit and threw it accurately?

"Wow! How accurate Shen Feifei clapped her hands and was
envious, but she couldn't shoot at all. Randomly, Zhang Fangfang
took the ball and went to throw the basketball.

"The teacher can really teach you to shoot! You can put it in, too. "
Yang Yu said with a smile.

"Good!" Shen Feifei agreed.

Yang Yu takes the Spalding and chooses another box to join Shen
Feifei alone.

"Learn my posture, put the ball in the palm of one hand, hold the ball
with the other hand, and then push it out with four fingers, wrist
force, other places are vertical to straight process..." Yang Yu
teaches her the essentials of movements and demonstrates them to
her.

But obviously, for Shen Feifei, who has no basketball foundation,
it's very difficult. Yang Yu saw that the posture was not right. Just
now he walked behind her and pressed close to her body. His right
hand supported Shen Feifei's right hand, his left hand supported her
left hand, and his hand held her.

But that's not enough. Yang Yu put his head in front of Shen Feifei's
face.

All of a sudden, Shen Feifei's face turned red and her heart began to
jump.

"Don't be nervous, relax!" Yang Yu talks deliberately close to her
cheek. It's only a millimeter away. The two people's skin will stick
together.

Yang Yu is obviously eating bean curd and wants to take advantage
of it. What's more, Yang Yu's lower body is still against Shen
Feifei's buttocks. Shen Feifei obviously feels the outline of Mr.
Yang's thick guy and becomes more nervous.



This is the first time that I have come into contact with Mr. Yang,
almost face to face.

Shen Feifei's heart is bouncing. He can't hear Yang Yu's words. He
forgets his shooting skills. This shot is naturally crooked.

"It's OK, let's come again!" Yang Yu said patiently and held her
hand again. Only this time, Yang Yu was more bold and put his face
directly under Shen Feifei's cheek.

All of a sudden!
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